
Log Cabin Decision Tree 
Introduction 
This guide generalizes what I’ve learned about the log home construction process in talking to log home 

dealers, loggers, sales people, contractors, craftsmen, as well as going through the process of building 

my own log home from scratch. Most log homes actually have a lot in common: foundations, floor joists, 

roofs, a lot of raw materials, etc. We can quibble over the details or style or materials, but this guide will 

at least help you make an informed decision with whatever style or method you choose.   

Will you buy an existing cabin or build a new one? 

Buy existing 
Existing log homes usually appraise for 1/3 or more than a standard home of the same square footage, 

mostly due to supply and demand(1). This also means building a log home is usually a good investment 

for resale value. Different styles of log homes require different levels of maintenance. Be sure you 

understand: 

- what style you have,  

- what issues can happen with your style,  

- how to fix them, or find someone who can. 

- What to look for in a log home that is well-built (all of the following information can help with 

this). 

Have one built - Who will build it? 

DIY 
Is there training needed? Almost always ‘yes’. But the difficulty depends on the style of the home. Some 

methods are easier than others.  

- A log cabin built from a kit involves stacking the logs as specified in the instructions. Depending 

on the size of the logs, the structure can most likely be built by 1 - 3 people. (2) 

- A custom log cabin with coped logs may take years of training to gain the skill needed to make 

cuts correctly. 

- These are the extremes: there are methods in between of varying difficulty. 

Will you get a loan? 

- Bank may require a contractor license 

- Bank may require you to finish in a specified period (usually 9 months) 

- Bank may require collateral – like a deed on your land 

Or pay as you go? 

Pros 

- Debt-free at the end of the project – no mortgage. 

- You pick materials – can save where you want, and splurge on other parts of the build. 



Cons 

- It will take a lot longer. 

- Can you build fast enough to keep materials from rotting in weather? May need a dry place to 

store materials.  

- Will your city allow you to take 5 years to build a home? 

Materials 

- Where will you get logs? Your own land? or buy from a sawmill or National forest? 

- How will you lift your logs? Will you go “pioneer” and lift them with ropes and pulleys, or 

buy/rent heavy machinery to do so? I went pioneer method with ropes and pulleys and found I 

could lift 6,000 lb logs with homemade pulleys. 

- Where will you get other supplies like lumber, electrical, plumbing, roofing, hardware, etc? 

Check Craigslist, facebook marketplace, Habitat for Humanity, etc. Always look at the scratch 

and dent of the big box stores – I bought 6 bags of sand for $3 total because the bags had holes 

in them.  

- national forest may issue permit, or  

- may be able to buy raw logs from a logging company. 

Building Codes  

– Do you need a permit? Some places only require a permit for septic or none at all. Check with 

the county building department in the area you want to live before buying land.  

– Do you need to pass inspection? The building department may have a schedule of inspections – 

foundation (pre and post pour), rough electrical, plumbing, final inspection. Most likely, you can 

get a copy of the schedule online. Some jurisdictions (like mine) will try to trick you into thinking 

someone else has to do it. My building department even says on their website that you must be 

a licensed contractor to build a home….and then in the same paragraph, they clarify at the 

bottom….”unless you are building on your own property…”. Lol…  

– Can you build to city building codes?  Having engineered plans makes this a lot easier because in 

most sets of plans, there is a “schedule of materials” section that tells you right down to the 

type of nails what to buy. 

Contractor / Log Home builder  
A contractor or log home company can be hired to build any style.  

- You usually get what you pay for. Consult an attorney before signing / paying. Generally, you can 

figure 40% of cost up front will be required, and then payments or a lump sum from there.   

- You can also hire a contractor to do any part of the build – excavation, foundation, electrical, 

plumbing, floors, exterior shell, roof.  

- Make sure you know how the different parts of the build will interact with each other. For 

example, for a kit log home, do you need to run the electrical while stacking the walls, or can it 

be run in later? 

- Make sure you have the whole process spelled out before you begin. Miscommunication results 

in more lawsuits than can be discussed here. 



What style will be built? 

Butt & Pass 
- With milled logs – some lumber mills or dealers will sell you uniformly sized milled logs that you 

can then stack together to build this style. The benefit is that the milled logs can be generic, as 

opposed to a kit home where each log might be required to be placed in a certain location. 

- With raw logs 

o Pros: cheap, free or almost free logs can be had. The log walls, roof rafters, roof support 

logs (RPSL’s) and ridge pole for my LHBA butt & pass home were all free.  

o Cons: you will have to custom fit each log to ensure the structure remains (somewhat) 

square and plumb. This takes a lot of time and effort. 

- Can be the cheapest, strongest, longest lasting method, according to LHBA. This claim was also 

independently reviewed and verified by my local engineer, not affiliated with LHBA or any other 

log style. 

Cope methods 
Takes years to perfect cutting copes. If done correctly, this is a beautiful style.  Understand that most 

modern custom made cope log homes are not true copes – instead, they use a v-notch style that can 

produce weak logs and splitting if not done right. Be aware of what to look for – can be hard to tell in 

the finished product. Cope methods can also be extremely long lasting. Some of these structures are 

over 1,000 years old.(3) 

Milled log kit: 
Check reviews – lots of dealers to choose from. This is the style most people end up going with. The 

hardest question to answer is “what’s included in the package?” They have terms like “turn-key” or 

“dried in kit” or “weathered in” or “move in-ready” – a lot of these terms mean different things to 

different dealers. Make sure you ask lots of questions. If the dealer says you ask too many questions, 

move along.   

Custom kit: 
These can be built at a factory log yard, then the logs are numbered. The structure is dismantled and 

packed on a truck and shipped to the build site, where either you or a contactor can stack them back up 

into a home. 

Other styles: 
- Square beam / Dove tail notch – very popular in the Southern USA. There are many of these 

cabins still standing after 150 years or more. The dove tail notch is meant to make the house 

tighter as it settles.  

- A-frame – “all roof”, and easy to build. 

- Timber Frame – uses a lot of joinery on large timbers. Cuts must be exact. This takes quite a bit 

of skill, but the method is ancient, and the result is beautiful and strong. 

Issues with different styles 

Roof overhangs: 
Whatever style you go with, keeping the logs dry once the building is complete is the most important 

single thing you can do to have a long-lasting log home. A large roof overhang will help. Make sure you 



have at least 1 foot of overhang for every 7 feet of wall height. 21 foot wall? Minimum 3 foot overhang. 

On the gable ends, double it.   

Foundation / termite control: 
- Most termites in the USA need less than 18” of space between the ground and the logs to gain a 

foothold – they build up a tunnel to the structure and then begin the damage on the wood. On 

distances greater than 18”, they cannot easily gain a foothold. They cannot survive above 

ground with no link to the earth. Most jurisdictions take this consideration into their planning 

and code.  

- Foundation types:  

o Footer & stem wall: most common foundation for a full-time log home. Probably an 8” 

thick stem wall is suitable for most log homes. If you are using extremely large logs and 

a heavy roof, consider a 10” – 12” stem wall foundation.  

o Pier foundation: uses less concrete. Not as strong as a stem wall, but: if your first layer 

of logs is continuous – meaning, you use one intact log with no cuts for the entire length 

of the wall, and then pin this log to its neighbor logs – then the first layer of logs can 

compensate for the lack of a continuous footer. This was the problem my building 

inspector had with my design, but the engineer informed him of the continuous log 

idea, and that satisfied him.  

o Screw foundation – giant steel screws that go into the ground with a small platform on 

top for attaching the logs to. Probably won’t meet code in a lot of places, but if you are 

off grid, it might save you hauling in concrete.  

o Sonotube foundation: These are just cardboard tubes that you fill with concrete and put 

a steel j-hook in the top. Very easy. Make sure you follow the instructions for your plans. 

Chinking: 
- chinkless log home: normally these are either kits or cope style – a hidden foam strip is 

sometimes placed between logs. 

- chinked log home: butt & pass, square beam/dovetail, other "raw log" styles 

- Types of chinking:  

- synthetic: remains plyable. usually contains silicone as base. Hydrophobic: depending on how it 

is applied, may cause water to pool up behind logs, and cause rot. To mitigate: use large roof 

overhangs to minimize wall exposure to weather. Expensive – can cost $8k - $13k for a large log 

home. 

- traditional: cement based. allows log to breathe. Will not retain moisture. If done correctly, will 

not crack and fall out, even with earthquake activity. Cheap: I’m expecting mine to cost about 

$500 total. Remember your roof overhangs protect against water! 

Insulation 
- smallest log that will normally pass inspection: if R-15 required (standard in most places), r-value 

of logs is about 1.5 per inch. So a 10" log x 1.5 = r-15. Smaller logs r values may be increased by 

adding “backer rod” or foam insert between logs while building, or an additional foam insulating 

board on the interior.(3) 

- Also depends on style and building codes (local building inspector has most of the say, check 

first before you finalize plans). 



Settling  
All logs shrink. Not all log homes settle. This is very important to keep in mind. In general: 

- If logs rest directly on logs below, then keyways, foundation jacks, roof jacks and other 

allowances for settling must be made. Settling of the entire structure is common with dovetail, 

cope methods, and almost all kit types. Supposed the shrinkage is about ¼” per log. This means 

with 16 logs, you will have to account for 4” settling. 

- If logs do not rest directly on logs below (such as with LHBA Butt & Pass and some vertical log 

methods), then no allowances are necessary. Chink while building, move in, heat the place for a 

year, then chink the tiny gaps that open up when shrinking is done. 

- If logs are used vertically, remember that logs shrink towards their centers, but end to end 

shrinkage is negligible. 

Susceptibility to fire 
Many people (and fire marshals and code people) incorrectly assume that log homes will burn quicker 

than regular homes in a fire. But for a log home built using real logs, the opposite is true.(4) You can do 

this experiment to prove it to yourself: take a 2x4 (the standard lumber used for a regular home), and 

pour gasoline on it and light it on fire. Now take a log and pour gasoline on it and light it on fire. I tried 

this experiment and was not surprised that the 2x4 burned more than the log. The log lit on fire at first, 

but the flame goes out when the gasoline was burned away. It’s the same principle when you build a 

campfire – start with small sticks and kindling, then add logs, which need a lot of sustained heat to burn.  

This doesn’t mean log homes are fire-proof.  There are a lot of things to do to mitigate fire danger – 

don’t use cedar shake roofs, keep live trees from growing near the house. Do not allow pine needles and 

other debris to build up around your home or on the roof. If you live out away from where a municipal 

fire department can reach you, consider water storage tanks and solar powered pumps. They cost less 

than replacing your home.   

Maintenance 
Normally, once a year the logs should be cleaned and inspected. Get rid of wasp nests and carpenter 

bee holes. Maybe consider a preventative like Bee Gone every year. The roof also needs to be checked. 

Staining should be done every 3-6 years depending on the stain manufacturer instructions. Other 

maintenance varies based on the style of the home.  

Notes 
1) http://atriumloghomes.com/news/Value%20Flyer.pdf 

2) https://www.homestead.org/homesteading-construction/an-illustrated-history-of-log-cabins/ 

3) http://atriumloghomes.com/news/Value%20Flyer.pdf: “ To increase the natural R-factor of 

Northern White Cedar, we offer an insulation package at no extra charge.” 

4) https://log-homes.thefuntimesguide.com/log_cabin_fire/ 

Why I made this guide 
I began researching log homes after I bought some property in Idaho with a small one room “cabin” with 

a loft on it that a guy in his 70’s built by himself. It was a framed structure with a rock and cement 

foundation. I reasoned: if a 70 year old man can do this, why can’t I? Also, I was interested in “debt-free 

living” – no mortgage payments. I began by researching types of homes that you could build yourself – 

http://atriumloghomes.com/news/Value%20Flyer.pdf
https://www.homestead.org/homesteading-construction/an-illustrated-history-of-log-cabins/
http://atriumloghomes.com/news/Value%20Flyer.pdf
https://log-homes.thefuntimesguide.com/log_cabin_fire/


looking at everything from underground homes, to concrete homes, strawbale homes, adobe homes, 

framed homes. I finally stumbled onto log homes – who doesn’t like the look? And when I found out that 

they almost always sell for more than it costs to build them, I was intrigued. Plus, who doesn’t like the 

nostalgia of a log home out on the prairie, or up against the backdrop of majestic mountains? Building a 

log home out of raw materials is probably part of many American’s ancestry.  

But as I began researching construction methods, attending trade shows, talking to kit dealers and 

builders, I became depressed – everyone warned me how much they cost, how much skill you need to 

build one, and how banks wouldn’t finance them for the DIY.  

I was surprised at the variety of log home types there were – and all the building methods claimed to “be 

the best”. But which one was REALLY the best? I finally stumbled onto a website (www.lhba.com) that 

claimed to have all the answers. I thought it was a scam – free logs, build a home with nothing but ropes 

and pulleys, and do it for $30k. Or build for under $100k, and turn around and sell it for $800k. And the 

kicker, (I thought), “how to build a log home that won’t settle”. Ah-hah! I thought – it IS a scam – all log 

homes settle, right? I asked around at the trade shows and my new builder contacts – and they HATED 

LHBA – “those cabins have problems, the chink falls out, it’s a lie, it can’t be done for that price, you can’t 

just use any old logs…. Etc, etc.” It was intriguing why they were so hated – and they didn’t advertise in 

any of the glossy log home magazines, either.  

But soon after this discovery, I got divorced, re-married, moved across the country, started a new career, 

and it was the middle of the great recession. I was still interested in log homes, even though my new wife 

wasn’t, and I continued to research how LHBA could make a claim that their log homes don’t settle. I 

finally graduated with another degree – in math, this time – got a job, and we began looking for a house 

to buy. Just needed 5 bedrooms, a large lot, and a garage….and we couldn’t find anything we liked that 

was in our price range. After looking for months, my wife texted me and said, “I’m ready to start thinking 

about building our own home.”  

It was the moment I had waited for! I started showing her what I had found. She was skeptical, too, 

especially about the settling. We talked for weeks about it, and finally decided that it was worth the 

$800 to take the class and see if it was a scam. At least I could check the box, right?  

The class took two days – Saturday and Sunday. They explained everything, even settling. As I had spent 

15 years researching the other claims, I had already found almost all the answers about their building 

method. Mostly, I just sat in the class for 2 days, arms folded and smiling (ok, I was taking furious notes), 

but nothing they said surprised me. They clearly explained why an LHBA log home doesn’t settle – 

because it is held in place with rebar, not “log on log”. That was the secret I had been looking for. It 

made sense to me, and I knew right away I was ready to buy some land and cut down some trees and 

start building using their method.  

The LHBA method is tried and true – it’s been taught since the 1960’s to average everyday non-builder 

folks, who have gone on to build their own homes and enjoy mortgage-free living. However, some people 

want a different look, or style, or don’t feel they can do everything themselves, and that’s why I made 

this guide.  

http://www.lhba.com/


For more information on my log home, check out my blog: https://loghomejourney.wordpress.com/ . You 

can also contact me through the blog by email. Disclaimer: I’m not selling anything, and I receive no 

kickbacks from any products or services I mention – just want to share what I found! 

https://loghomejourney.wordpress.com/

